
SUMMARY

Well-qualified Full Stack Developer with 5+ years of experience in web application development. Proficient in Python, Django, 

JavaScript, Rest, HTML, CSS, Bootstrap, MySQL, and Linux. Skilled in backend and frontend development, coding, troubleshooting, and 

project management. Collaborative team player with excellent technical abilities who has mentored junior developers and 

contributed ideas in team meetings.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Python Developer -

Tata Consultancy Services

 

 

Full Stack Developer -

PinkBlue Supply Solutions Pvt. Ltd.

 

 

Sr. Software Developer(Python Django) -

Cron-labs Solutions PVT LTD

 

 

Trainee Hadoop Developer -

PeopleClick Techno Solutions PVT LTD

 +919739891775

 prahaladc20@gmail.com

 Bankora, Aspur, Dungarpur, Rajasthan,

314023

 https://www.linkedin.com/in/pra halad-

chouhan-18b435103

 9962405684

Prahalad

Full Stack Developer

Jul '22 Oct '22

Bangalore, IN

Assign role as a Developer and mentored junior developers 

Reviewed code, debugged problems and corrected issues.

Feb '20 Apr '22

Bangalore, IN

Successfully managed development milestones from initial steps through final delivery.

Reviewed code, debugged problems and corrected issues to ensure smooth functionality of web applications.

Delivered performance-driven and user-centric websites that met all business requirements.

Actively contributed ideas and suggestions in team meetings and provided timely updates on deadlines, designs, and 

enhancements.

Took initial concepts and developed comprehensive project plans, ensuring efficient execution of tasks.

Built databases and table structures for web applications, ensuring seamless integration with the front-end.

Jul '17 Feb '20

Bangalore, IN

Evaluated development standards and procedures of engineering processes.

Managed continuous maintenance and troubleshooting of python Django projects.

Managed troubleshooting of python Django projects.

Developed reusable, testable, and efficient code for backend components to ensure responsiveness and overall performance.

Actively listen to team members' feedback and effectively resolve any issues or conflicts that arise.

Created and deployed applications on a diverse range of platforms, including Linux.

Successfully deployed, efficiently maintained, and expertly managed AWS cloud-based production systems to ensure optimal 

performance and reliability.

Deploying, maintaining and managing GCP(Google Cloud Platform) to ensure the availability of production system

Ensuring the performance of production system on AWS cloud based production system and GCP(Google Cloud Platform)

Ensuring the scalability of production system on AWS cloud based production system and GCP(Google Cloud Platform)

Ensuring the security of production system on AWS cloud based production system and GCP(Google Cloud Platform)

Collaborated with cross-functional development team members to analyze potential system solutions based on evolving client 

requirements.

Mentored and trained junior developers and engineers, teaching skills in development and working to improve overall team 

performance.

Sep '16 May '17

Bangalore, IN

https://www.linkedin.com/in/pra%20halad-chouhan-18b435103


 

Project Details

PB Meta - India's Best Marketplace for Pharmacies Descriptions:

Meta is basically supplier solutions management for pharmacies, and finds the perfect distributors with the best prices, for all your 

orders, tracks and alerts on payments due, and enables easy searching of all purchases & payments. Simple and Easy-To-Use POS 

Solution Automated reorder solution, to improve availability and reduce overstocking Bounce tracker, to minimise bounces 5Sigma, 

to improve stock accuracy

Technology: Python, Django, MySql, Redis Cache, Angular JS, Angular8, ReactNative

 

MetaPro -India's Best Marketplace For Suppliers Descriptions: 

MetaPro is basically managing pharmacies orders and key terms etc. Pharmacy setup: supplier setup pharmacy key terms to do 

business. setup credit period to do payment in this period, can block pharmacy, can accept request from pharmacy if he wanted to do 

business with pharmacy. Setup Pricing. Handling Transaction Part like Open orders, Accepted orders, Completed orders. Invoice for 

accepted orders. Payment System.

Technology: Python, Django, MySql, Redis Cache, Angular JS, Angular8, ReactNative 

 

MyMedStote For Pharmacy App Descriptions: 

My Med Store is a solution which not only provides you an online platform which you can offer to the customers, but strengthens your 

existing business by giving you a platform to communicate with your customers. Create Online Store, Track Sales, Engage With Lost 

Customers using My Med Store. Track Your Daily Sales on Mobile Engage With Your Lost Customers Create Your Online Store 

Technology: Python, Django, MySql, Redis Cache, Angular JS, Angular8, ReactNative 

 

MyMedStote For Customer App Descriptions:  

Buy All the Healthcare Products & Medicines from the Medical Store Near You Discover your Nearby Pharmacies and order Health 

and Wellness Products & Medicines from their online store created using My Med Store. On My Med Store, you can : Find a pharmacy 

around you who is online. Find a list of stores which you had visited earlier or the stores which have referred you to try their online 

store. Get custom discounts from pharmacy which you visit regularly. You can recommend pharmacies to join My Med Store platform 

and setup a custom discount for you. Order and expect a door step delivery or pickup from the medical store within 30min. Thats 

faster than what any other online pharmacy can deliver. 

Technology: Python, Django, MySql, Redis Cache, Angular JS, Angular8, ReactNative

 

EDUCATION

Master of Computer Applications -

Vellore Institute of Technology

Bachelor of Computer Applications -

MLSU University

Science -

Rajasthan Board(RBSE)

KEY SKILLS

Web Applications Development

Backend Development

Coding & Troubleshooting

TECHNICAL SKILLS

Programming language:  Python , JavaScript

Web Technologies:  Rest, HTML, CSS, Bootstrap

Data Management: MySQL, PostgreSQL

Platforms: Linux

Web Framwork: Django

Proficient in processing large sets of structured, semi-structured, and unstructured data to support system application 

architecture.

Jul '14 May '16

Chennai, IN

Graduated with a Bachelor's degree in [Major] with a CGPA of 8.33 out of 10.00.

Jul '11 May '14

Udaipur, IN

Successfully completed Bachelor of Science with a final grade of 65.87%.

Jul '10 May '11

Dungarpur, IN

Graduated with 54.92 %



Others:  Angular 1.x, Angular 2.x, EC2, ROUTE 53,  RDS, GCP, Hadoop,  GitHub, GitLab, Docker,  Docker Portainer,  Jenkins, 

Celery, Redis, Flower, Nginx, Gunicorn

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND CERTIFICATION

language:  Hindi, English

Interests:  Gyming, Cycling

Certification:  

Work Snapshots:  Work Snapshot document

Devops CICD with Git Gitlab Jenkins, Docker and Django1. 

Master Django REST Framwork With Docker, Dev to Production2. 

https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fi/0rtbry4sj46rjo67beslr/Work-Snapshots.paper?dl=0&rlkey=y0aos9kfjx42fgx2thbo1ds21
https://www.udemy.com/certificate/UC-ccc8eda9-3321-4f6e-a054-9c82e0182745/
https://www.udemy.com/certificate/UC-10fae6ea-0f9a-4b24-8420-ed4bf54dceea/

